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Esteemed psychotherapist Esther Perel and soccer legend Megan Rapinoe are headlining Culture First Global as keynote speakers!Save your spot → 
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	Support
	Sign in →




	Platform
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The employee experience platformTransform your organization and build a competitive advantage by putting your culture first.




	Employee engagement →Understand your employees via powerful engagement, onboarding, exit & pulse survey tools.
	Performance management →Build high‑performing teams with performance reviews, feedback, goal‑tracking & 1‑on‑1s delivered in the flow of work.
	Employee development →Grow and retain your people with the only personalized solution for effective, continuous development.
	See the whole platform→

See the whole platformHow we can help
Understand how Culture Amp helps manage your organisation’s culture.

	Transform your business →
	Increase diversity, equity & inclusion →
	Reduce employee turnover →

	Plans & pricing
	Partner ecosystem
	Integrations
	Case studies
	Customer hub
	ROI calculator


Build a world‑class employee experience today. Book a demo

	Science
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OverviewAccess innovative business ideas fueled by psychology and data science to create a better world of work.
Explore these science-backed solutions

People science
Pinpoint and resolve your organization’s culture challenges with the latest research and expert guidance.




	Understand our approach→


Research & data science
Learn from the world’s biggest collection of employee insights.

	About our Culture Lab→
	Join our product research panel→


Benchmarks
Explore how companies are creating world‑class employee experiences across demographics, industries and more.

	See all benchmarks→


[image: Putting culture first to overcome uncertainty.]Interactive research guide: Putting culture first to overcome uncertainty. Explore the data


Build a world‑class employee experience today. Book a demo

	Ideas, events & resources
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View all resourcesImprove your employee experience with expert resources for people leaders.





	Blog→
	Case studies→
	Events→
	On demand webinars→
	Podcast→

View all resources
Featured HR guides
Explore these comprehensive guides for HR professionals and people leaders.

	Company culture →
	Diversity, equity, and inclusion→
	Employee development→
	Employee engagement→
	Employee experience→
	Employee retention and turnover→
	Employee surveys →
	Performance management→


[image: differentiation guide cover]What sets Culture Amp apart – Read this guide to find out Download the guide


Build a world‑class employee experience today. Book a demo

	Community
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OverviewThe Culture First Community is a group of people leaders, HR practitioners, and change agents committed to building a better world of work.
Learn about our community

Connect
Exchange ideas, resources and support.




	Community chapter events→
	Community Slack→


Resources
Resources for HR professionals and people leaders.

	Culture First Global on demand→
	Podcast→
	Benchmark reports→


Resilience
Help is more than just advice.

	HR wellbeing checkup→
	HR through crisis→
	Working through it→


[image: ]Don’t miss Esther Perel and Megan Rapinoe’s keynote sessions on the Culture First Global stage!  Register now


Build a world‑class employee experience today. Book a demo
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Speak to our team

Culture First Community
Culture First






Congratulations – you’ve found your people. Tens of thousands of us. Welcome to the Culture First Community.


Soccer legend Megan Rapinoe headlines Culture First Global

We’re thrilled to announce that Megan Rapinoe will be joining psychotherapist and Culture Amp External Advisor as a keynote speaker! In this can’t-miss session, Megan will share her experiences and learnings about driving high performance both on and off the field.


Register now
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[image: Global Chapter]Designing Culture First Gatherings with Priya Parker: A podcast listeners clubEvent



[image: ]Rethinking Masculinity: A premier screening and panel discussion post SXSW 2021Webinar



[image: HR trends]2023 HR trends and their impact on the workplaceWebinar





The latest
	Designing Culture First Gatherings with Priya Parker: A podcast listeners club
	Rethinking Masculinity: A premier screening and panel discussion post SXSW 2021
	2023 HR trends and their impact on the workplace


We’re in your city, and in your corner

[image: Why be a chapter leader?]


What's a chapter? Hear from our Chapter Leaders about being part of the Culture First community.
WatchWhat's a chapter? Hear from our Chapter Leaders about being part of the Culture First community.
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Play a lead role in the Culture First movement to empower those around you to create a better world of work and to be the change.
WatchPlay a lead role in the Culture First movement to empower those around you to create a better world of work and to be the change.


If you’re passionate about helping people be better, and you believe that better understanding culture is how we create a better world of work, then you’re already Culture First. Now, it’s time to link up with people just like you, living in your area – and discover what you can achieve together.


Find your people


What does it mean to be Culture First?

For organizations to grow and thrive, the world of work has to work better for People. Being ‘Culture First’ is about recognizing this simple truth – and then finding ways to act on it. It’s easier said than done, but we’ve found something that helps tremendously – working through issues as a community.

Ready to get started? Connect with your people in real-time

We’re all about the welcoming vibe – you can also join the conversation in our People Geek Slack channel which has over 25,000 global HR practitioners and thought leaders.


Join our Slack channel
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Newsletter 

Culture is always evolving – and to be Culture First means keeping up. Get our newsletter, event invites, plus product insights and research. 




Culture First Podcast: Stories of people building a better world of work
Whether you’re a seasoned leader who is passionate about developing people, a new manager aspiring to better your team’s culture, or just someone obsessed with Culture First ideas, this is the podcast for you.


Explore episodes

Episode 548 minsEpisode 952 mins
The death and rebirth of soft skills, with Claude Silver

[image: ]Listen now →

Activism at work, with DeRay McKesson

[image: ]Listen now →



Help is more than just advice. Check out our resources.
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HR wellbeing checkup
We’ve made the wellbeing of our organizations, family and friends a priority. Now it’s time to put ourselves first. This checkup is designed to help you reflect on your own wellbeing as an HR professional – whether in a team of one or many.


Find out more Link through to HR wellbeing checkup webpage


[image: Let's help each other meet the challenges]
Resources for resilience
In a crisis, our values are tested. Each of us – personally, professionally, collectively – has the chance to be our best selves, to truly embody our values.


Find out more Link through to the resilience webpage
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Working Through It
Turbulent times will always make us feel anxious and overwhelmed. But we can – and have to – work through it. Join us on our journey to figure out how.


Find out more Link through to the working through it webpage


Newsletter 
Culture is always evolving – and to be Culture First means keeping up. Get our newsletter, event invites, plus product insights and research. 


Culture First ideas and inspiration
There’s no one way to approach workplace culture – but some ways are better than others. To help you find those better ways, we use this section to share what we’ve found to be successful at Culture Amp… and also open the floor to Community members and partners, to ensure you have the widest possible range of perspectives and insights.



[image: Culture First Global on demand]On demand


Culture First on demand

Relive your favorite moments and explore new sessions – check out all sessions now on demand!




[image: Speakers Rebecca D, Matine R, Dr Kim H and Fiona S]
Webinar



Creating a mentally healthy workplace
Hear from a variety of perspectives - from a clinician, to a HR leader, to a lived experience of mental health - to understand how we can start to create more mentally healthy workplaces.



[image: Illustrative image depicting the webinar speakers Ken Matos and Liz Culhane.]
Webinar



Engage, retain, and multiply your high-performing employees
Hear from Ken Matos and Liz Culhane as they discuss strategies for leaders to help hang on to their best employees or, ideally, turn more of their current employees into high performers.



[image: Speakers Didier Elzinga and Jessica Barlow]
Webinar



 Reducing costs & protecting employee experience
Join two culture first leaders for a conversation about safeguarding the employee experience through turbulent times. During this interactive discussion, we’ll focus on the employee experience during the moments and interactions that matter.



[image: Speakers Jessica Brook and Joanne Lockwood]
Webinar



Bring your whole self to work? That’s easy for you to say
The notion and ability to be our ‘authentic self’ at work is a constant refrain in conversations about workplace culture. But many of these conversations fail to account for the active responsibility of companies in creating a culture that makes this possible.




	Creating a mentally healthy workplace
	Engage, retain, and multiply your high-performing employees
	 Reducing costs & protecting employee experience
	Bring your whole self to work? That’s easy for you to say
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“Culture First is an extremely special community, for its courage to hold space  for these vulnerable conversations. It’s a place we can show up together and work through these shared cultural challenges we’re trying to work through.” 


Zech Dahms
Chapter Lead Milwaukee
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“I really wanted to meet other like minded individuals from other countries and companies across the globe who had the same idea of culture being such an important part of how you do your business.” 


Lachandra Baker
Chapter Lead Columbus
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“This community means so much to me. The workplace has successes and challenges that require us all to come together to make it better. Questions, support, feedback, resources - it all makes us stronger.” 


Tara Turk-Haynes
Culture First Community Member
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Follow Culture Amp on LinkedIn	

Follow Culture Amp on Twitter	

Follow Culture Amp on Facebook	

Follow Culture Amp on Instagram	

Follow Culture Amp on YouTube
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